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ISPO TEXTRENDS at ISPO SHANGHAI 2016

ISPO TEXTRENDS: New High Performance
Fabrics in Spring/Summer 2018

ISPO TEXTRENDS draws in a lot of visitors, who want to know all the details about new fabrics.
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Lace are one of the first companies to take their knowledge, creativity and technology to a new
market with the launch of TAS (Tianhai Athleisure Solutions) and achieving TOP 10 as well as
selection in the Spring/Summer 2018 ISPO TEXTRENDS.
New Horizons has featured as a mega trend within ISPO TEXTRENDS, as the potential to gain
market share in new areas appeals to companies. Tianhai Lace is leading the way with the
creation of TAS (Tianhai Athleisure Solutions), developing their lace know-how into new, high
performance pieces.
Winning TOP 10 and a selection in Street Sports for Spring/Summer 2018, Tianhai Lace are not
just one of the leading global lace manufacturers, their Guangzhou-based factory is one of the
leading mills in China to embrace new technology through investment in Karl Mayer machinery
through to highly sustainable textile processes including reduced discharge and water use and a
strong awareness of the work environment with a feng shui feel.
The winning products included super chlorine resistant lace, perfect for adding a hint of femininity

to sportswear for multiple activities. A super light stretch jacquard was also selected for its multi
functional aspects: quick dry, UV protection, chlorine resistant and moisture management.
To view the new developments from Tianhai Lace TAS’ selected pieces, download ISPO
TEXTRENDS Spring/Summer 2018 for free and see the details in full. The ISPO TEXTRENDS
app is available at iTunes and contains all the selected products featured for the Spring/Summer
2018 season with the ability to source and contact directly with the companies involved plus the
trend information and the seasonal color palettes.
ISPO TEXTRENDS has proven to be a positive platform for the company to showcase their new
developments in the activewear market. The application process and full trends for companies
wishing to submit new products for the sportswear sector for Fall/Winter 18/19 is now open, to be
showcased at ISPO MUNICH Feb 5-8 2017.

